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Children light up as they sing, dance and move with her. Ruth has an uncanny ability to help kids use their
imagination and innate creativity. The emotional center limbic system of the brain develops during 15 months
to 4 years old. Children of this age are sponges and things go deeply into their minds. As parents, we want the
things that are going in to be loving, kind, and positive so our kids grow up to be wonderful and happy adults.
I play the CD whenever I am in the car with my grandsons. We love listening to the catchy melodies together.
I am so grateful to have these songs for my kindergarten class, and thank you from the bottom of my heart for
sharing your enthusiasm and skill with all of us! Ruth has beautifully created this combination to share with
children and with repeated engagement they will most likely develop internal messages that assist them in
daily living. Songs to Change Your Tune is something we all need whether we know it, or not. It helps me
adopt a brighter outlook. This will help so many and have a terrific influence on our next generation s. Thank
you, very much, Ruth! She infuses all she does with her love, enthusiasm and boundless joy. Her songs inspire
you to go beyond the day-to-day hurdles we face, they literally get into your head and then reside in your
heart. Introduce your children, your friends and yourself to her joyful and meaningful songs, you will be
empowering yourself to a more fulfilling an effective life. I sang your song and then I go, go, go and my
brother let go and then I did it! It keeps our daughter and us so happy and calm on every trip in the car. We
love the sweet melodies and valuable life lessons in every song! I love listening to my son sing along and
change his own tune. Thank you so much! Every day they want to hear them again and again and they are
riveted. Keep up the good work, you are working wonders here! When I listened to the first song, it gave me
energy and affirmation to go on with my daily challenges. There is enormous benefit to listening and singing
these fun jingles. They were curious as to why time outs are a good thing so I explained a little and we went
over the lyrics of the tune. They still randomly sing this, especially the 7 year old, and the whole family enjoys
our time out moments now! Fun upbeat music, my child 13 month-old perked up and started dancing by the
end.
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change (one's) tune. To change one's attitude, opinion, manner, or stance on something, typically in a way that is more
positive or agreeable. The mention of a hefty tip really changed the host's tune, so I think he'll be able to find us a table
after all.

Issac Newton, First Law of Motion. Why such an odd number? Why did the English adopt that particular
gauge? Because the people who built the pre-railroad tramways used that gauge. They in turn were locked into
that gauge because the people who built tramways used the same standards and tools they had used for
building wagons, which were set on a gauge of four feet, eight-and-one-half inches. Because with any other
size, the wheels did not match the old wheel ruts on the roads. The roads have been in use ever since. The ruts
were first made by Roman war chariots. Four feet, eight-and-one-half inches was the width a chariot needed to
be to accommodate the rear ends of two war horses. Clark Cothern Tecumseh, Michigan. On June 4, at the
market square of a French village of Annonay, not far from Paris, a smoky bonfire on a raised platform was
fed by wet straw and old wool rages. Tethered above, straining its lines, was a huge taffeta bag 33 feet in
diameter. In the presence of "a respectable assembly and a great many other people," and accompanied by
great cheering, the balloon was cut from its moorings and set free to rise majestically into the noon sky. Six
thousand feet into the air it went -- the first public ascent of a balloon, the first step in the history of human
flight. It came to earth several miles away in a field, where it was promptly attacked by pitchfork-waving
peasants and torn to pieces as an instrument of evil! Today in the Word, July 15, When the railroads were first
introduced to the U. As you may know, Mr. The Almighty certainly never intended that people should travel
at such breakneck speed. Some people will change when they see the light. Others change only when they feel
the heat. Be not angry that you cannot make others as you wish them to be, since you cannot make yourself as
you wish to be. It is hard to believe now, but the potato was once a highly unpopular food. It was supposed to
sterilize the soil in which it had been planted and cause all manner of strange illnesses--even death. There
were, however, a few brave men who did not believe all the propaganda being shouted against it. It was seen
as an answer to famine among the poorer classes and as a healthful and beneficial food. Still, these few
noblemen in England could not persuade their tenants to cultivate the potato. It was years before all the
adverse publicity was overcome and the potato became popular. A Frenchman named Parmentier took a
different tack. He had been a prisoner of war in England when he first heard of the new plant. His fellow
prisoners protested the outrage of having to eat potatoes. Parmentier, instead, thoughtfully inquired about the
methods of cultivating and cooking the new food. Upon his return to France, he procured an experimental
farm from the Emperor, in which he planted potatoes. When it was time to dig them, at his own expense, he
hired a few soldiers to patrol all sides of his famous potato patch during the daytime. Meanwhile he conducted
distinguished guests through the fields, digging a few tubers here and there, which they devoured with evident
relish. At night, he began to withdraw the guards. A few days later one of the guards hastened to Parmentier
with the sad news that peasants had broken into the potato patch at night, and dug up most of the crop.
Parmentier was overjoyed, much to the surprise of his informant, and exclaimed, "When the people will steal
in order to procure potatoes, their popularity is assured. Everybody thinks of changing Humanity and Nobody
thinks of changing Himself. While visiting the U. They were in a special car which had the presidential seal
hung up on a wall. Truman noticed Churchill studying the seal and he pointed out that he had changed it so
that the eagle on the seal was turned toward the olive branch instead of the arrows. In , Karl Benz drove his
first automobile through the streets of Munich, Germany. He named his car the Mercedes Benz, after his
daughter, Mercedes. The machine angered the citizens, because it was noisy and scared the children and
horses. Pressured by the citizens, the local officials immediately established a speed limit for "horseless
carriages" of 3. Benz knew he could never develop a market for his car and compete against horses if he had to
creep along at those speeds, so he invited the mayor of the town for a ride. Benz then arranged for a milkman
to park his horse and wagon on a certain street and, as Benz and the mayor drove by, to whip up his old horse
and pass them--and as he did so to give the German equivalent of the Bronx cheer. The mayor was furious and
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demanded that Benz overtake the milk wagon. Benz apologized but said that because of the ridiculous speed
law he was not permitted to go any faster. Very soon after that the law was changed. It is not best to swap
horses while crossing the stream. Did you know that it was not until that our world reached the one billion
mark? By we reached two billion. We have now arrived at five billion. Until the top speed was twenty miles
an hour as people traveled on horseback. With the arrival of the railroad train, almost overnight we jumped to
miles per hour. By the first passenger jet could travel miles an hour. By the Concorde cruised at more than 1,
miles an hour. But even back in the astronauts were orbiting the earth at 16, miles per hour. Swindoll, Rise and
Shine, Nothing is ever done until everyone is convinced that it ought to be done, and has been convinced for
so long that it is now time to do something else. Openness is essentially the willingness to grow, a distaste for
ruts, eagerly standing on top-toe for a better view of what tomorrow brings. A man once bought a new radio,
brought it home, placed it on the refrigerator, plugged it in, turned it to WSM in Nashville home of the Grand
Ole Opry , and then pulled all the knobs off! He had already tuned in all he ever wanted or expected to hear.
Some marriages are "rutted" and rather dreary because either or both partners have yielded to the tyrrany of
the inevitable, "what has been will still be. Stay open to change. Grady Nutt, in Homemade, July, Picture a
scene from the Old West, sometime in the s. The lonely howl of a coyote counterpoints the notes of a guitar as
the moon floats serenely overhead. Suddenly a bellow of pain shatters the night, as a cowpoke leaps away
from the fire, dancing in agony. Hot-Rivet Syndrome has claimed another victim. For years the brave men of
the West suffered this curious occupational hazard. Then, in , Walter Haas, Sr. He was crouched by a
crackling campfire in the High Sierras, drinking in the pure mountain air, when he fell prey to Hot-Rivet
Syndrome. He consulted with professional wranglers in his party. Had they suffered the same mishap? An
impassioned YES was the reply. Haas vowed that the offending rivet must go, and at their next meeting the
board of directors voted it into extinction. In he was recognized as the oldest living American of all time.
When asked about his secret for longevity he said: I just sit here, and when I get tired of sitting I get up, and
when I get tired of that, I sit down. Unpleasant Changes--What To Do. The first stage of reaction to any
sudden, unexpected event tends to be denial. Denial is normal if it lasts a short time, but persistent denial is
unhealthy because it blocks further growth and healing. Sleep and eating disturbances are common as the
"reality" of the situation sets in. Relationships with other people can become more difficult at this time, but
understanding and compassion must be given and accepted if one is to move beyond this stage.
Perspective--In this stage, the individual begins accepting the change and is no longer caught up in denial,
anger, blame, or despair. The problem is seen in its proper perspective. Although the sense of loss may be
significant, the individual does not feel that "all is lost. Relationships--Coming out of the withdrawal and
isolation that is inherent in the previous stages, the individual is able to talk and relate to other people and
participate in normal activities. Acceptance--This stage involves the restoration of self-esteem, and the
acceptance of the consequences and boundaries of the new reality. Humor--Smiles, laughter, and a sense of
humor return to the individual and help in the healing process. Activity and Action--Where once the individual
had been restricted or immobilized by the change, he or she now returns to activity, action, and improved
productivity. Travel and group activities become more interesting. New Goals--In this final stage, the
individual is able to focus on the positive aspects of whatever change occurred, and on new goals and
activities. The clerk of Abbington Presbytery, outside of Philadelphia, approximately years ago gave these 5
kinds of attitudes about change: They focus on the minority opinion. This group is basically carnal.
Chapter 3 : Change Your Tune (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
Songs to Change Your Tuneâ„¢ provide children, of all ages, meaningful tools to build strong self-concept, self-respect
and self-esteem through their fun, infectious melodies and rhythms.

Chapter 4 : Sermon Illustrations
Change Your Tune is a brand new singing game show where Britain's worst singers are hoping to 'Change their Tune' to
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win an amazing cash prize. Play next.

Chapter 5 : Testimonials | Songs to Change Your Tuneâ„¢
â€º to change your opinion completely, especially because you know it will bring you an advantage: He was against the
idea to start with, but he soon changed his tune when he realized how much money he'd get.

Chapter 6 : Change Your Tune Next Episode Air Date & Countdown
With Baz Ashmawy, M.J. Simpson. Baz Ashmawy hosts the musical challenge in which some of Britain's worst singers
undergo weeks of training to improve their voices before performing for the nation.
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